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Abstract
Although it is well known that radar waves penetrate into snow and sea ice, the exact mechanisms
for radar-altimeter scattering and its link to the depth of the effective scattering surface from sea ice
are not well known experimentally. Previously proposed mechanisms linked the snow ice interface,
i.e. the dominating scattering horizon, directly with the depth of the effective scattering surface.
However, simulations using a multilayer radar scattering model show that the effective scattering
surface is affected by snow-cover and ice properties. In this study we evaluate the effective
scattering surface in terms of floe buoyancy and radar penetration using both a scattering model
and “Archimedes’ principle” and data from the project round robin data base. A relationship
between the effective scattering surface depth and the snow cover was found. However, this
requires empirical evidence to confirm for natural snow packs. This report was made as part of
ESA’s sea ice climate change initiative project.

Resumé
Selv om vi ved at radar mikrobølger trænger ind i sne og havis kender vi ikke detaljerne ved radar
altimeter mikrobølge spredning og sammenhængen til dybden af spredningsoverfladen
eksperimentelt. Tidligere har det været foreslået at sne-is overgangen som er den dominerende
spredningsoverflade er sammenfaldende med med den effektive spredningsdybde. Dog viser
simuleringer med en mange-lags radar spredningsmodel at den effektive spredningsdybde bliver
påvirket af sneen og isoverfladen. I dette simulerings eksperiment undersøger vi den effektive
spredningsdybde og isens isostatiske ligevægt ved hjælp af en mange-lags spredningsmodel,
Arkimedes lov og data fra målinger. Ud fra simuleringerne har vi fundet en sammenhæng imellem
den effektive spredningsdybde og snedækket. Denne sammenhæng bør efterprøves med målinger
fra naturlige sneforhold på havis. Denne rapport er skrevet som en del af ESA’s sea ice climate
change initiative projekt.
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1. Introduction
Variation in sea ice thickness is a significant indicator for climate change (Wadhams, 1990;
Rothrock et al., 2003), but its inter-annual, seasonal and spatial variability is poorly resolved
(McLaren et al., 1992). Therefore, much interest is being paid to alternative methods for monitoring
sea ice thickness for climate monitoring such as satellite radar altimetry (Laxon et al., 2003;
Wingham, 1999; Wingham et al., 2006), and laser altimetry using ICESAT 1 (Kwok et al., 2006;
Kwok and Cunningham, 2008; Farrell et al., 2009). The ice thickness is derived from altimeters by
multiplying the measured freeboard height by an effective snow/ice density factor and adding an
offset. For example, Alexandrov et al. (2010) gives the following equation for the ice thickness Hi
as a function of the ice freeboard Fi using Sever data (see section 2):
𝐻𝑖 = 8.13𝐹𝑖 + 0.37
(1)
It is commonly assumed that radar altimeter signals operating at an electromagnetic frequency of
about 13 GHz penetrate to the snow/ice interface or ice freeboard, Fi, also the free variable given
in Eq. 1. However, for pulse limited space-borne radar altimetry, modelling indicates that snow
depth and density as well as snow and sea ice surface roughness influence the radar penetration
into the snow and ice even for cold homogeneous snow packs in winter (Tonboe et al., 2010). As a
result, the effective scattering surface depth, which is the horizon where the freeboard is
measured, can vary as a function of these snow and ice properties (Tonboe et al., 2006a). In
addition, snow depth and density and ice density critically affect the floe buoyancy and the chances
for estimating sea ice thickness by measuring its freeboard (Rothrock, 1986; Giles et al., 2007;
Alexandrov et al., 2010). The freeboard height is multiplied by the effective density to estimate the
ice thickness for a floe in hydrostatic equilibrium. Actually, the ice floe may not be in hydrostatic
equilibrium on a point-by-point basis (Doronin and Kheisin, 1977), and this turns out to have
consequences for the height measurements using a radar altimeter (Tonboe et al., 2010). Some
surface types often related to ice type or thickness category (first-year ice, refrozen melt-ponds)
have much higher (10 times) backscatter than other surface types (multiyear ice hummocks,
deformed ice) and this affects the effective scattering surface detected by the track-point.
Several ice thickness point measurements are needed to characterise the ice thickness distribution
representative of a particular ice-covered region (Rothrock, 1986; Haas, 2003). The mode of the
ice thickness distribution represents the dominating thermodynamically grown thickness of level
ice. However, the distribution has a tail towards thicker ice, i.e. deformed ice, and the average may
be significantly different from the mode (Haas, 2003). Typical ice thickness distributions from the
Fram Strait and the Lincoln Sea are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Typical ice thickness distributions measured with a helicopter-borne electromagnetic induction device: Fram Strait,
13 April 2003 (full-line) and Lincoln Sea, 12 May 2004 (dashed line).

As the ice freeboard has to be multiplied by about 10 to obtain the thickness, even small errors in
the freeboard retrieval lead to large ice thickness estimation errors (Rothrock, 1986). This
multiplication factor derived from the effective density is not constant and may vary between
different thickness categories, i.e. new-ice and multiyear ice, as well as seasonally and regionally
(Haas et al., 2006a, Wadhams et al., 1992). This is why auxiliary data such as snow thickness,
snow density, ice density are used in the processing of altimeter data for deriving the ice thickness
(Ricker et al., 2016). Tonboe et al. (2006b) pointed out that the parameters affecting the sea ice
freeboard and the radar penetration and ice type distribution are not always mapped during field
campaigns. The error-bars on the retrieved ice thickness estimates are needed when the data are
assimilated into numerical models or when they are compared to other ice thickness estimates
such as those from laser altimeters, submarine sonar, drilling, snow radars and electromagnetic
induction instruments (Kern et al., 2015). It is further important to identify the largest and most
important error sources so that these can be assessed during field campaigns and using remote
sensing. Rothrock (1986) stated that the uncertainties involved in deriving the ice thickness from its
freeboard were too large. However with the advent of modern space borne altimeters the issue has
been revisited. Error estimates of the ice thickness retrieval uncertainty for both laser (total error
0.76 m) and radar (total error 0.46 m) altimeters by Giles et al. (2007) included errors sources
related to the floe buoyancy: i.e. the snow depth, freeboard estimation uncertainty, and the snow,
ice and water density. The snow depth estimation error resulting in an ice thickness estimation
error of 0.1 m in Giles et al. (2007) for the radar altimeter was the most important of the error
sources. The error due to radar penetration was assumed negligible in their budget, and the error
due to systematic height and radar backscatter variability within the footprint was not considered
(Tonboe et al. 2010).
The specific aim of this study is to evaluate the radar altimeter sea ice effective scattering surface
in terms of both floe buoyancy and radar surface penetration combining a radar scattering model
with “Archimedes’ principle” (Archimedes, 287-212 BC).
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2. Snow and ice data
This study is using data which are included in the round robin data package. In particular the data
with the most complete description of the snow cover density and thickness.
In situ data of snow and ice properties in the Central Arctic have always been sparse, but to
overcome this problem there has been a long history of expeditions. From 1937 to 1991, the Soviet
Union operated the series of North Pole drifting stations on multi-year ice floes (Frolov et al., 2006).
Some of the data from the North Pole drifting stations have been included in the round robin data
package and collocated with altimeter data. In addition to the year round drifting stations the Sever
Project collected snow and ice data at on-ice aircraft landing sites from 1928 to 1989. The Sever
data were collected primarily during spring and not during summer melt, i.e. at the end of winter
and therefore representing maximum thickness. The measurements were distributed
geographically across the Arctic Ocean, but with higher frequency in the Eastern Arctic. The
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) received a subset of the Sever data also including
data from the drifting stations (NSIDC, 2004). The data are described in Warren et al. (1999)
(hereafter W99) and they are also included in the round robin data package.
In order to bridge the gap in time between the satellites ICESAT 1 and 2 laser altimeter missions
and calibrate ICESAT 2 NASA is operating an aircraft campaign programme called operation ice
bridge (OIB). ICESAT 1 operated from 2003 to 2010 and ICESAT 2 will be launched in 2017. On
board the aircraft which is flown in polar regions there are several scientific instruments including a
scanning laser altimeter and a snow radar.
The “ESACCI-SEAICE-RRDP2-SIT-OIB-IDCSI4_ARCTIC.dat” file in the round robin data package
is a collection of the operation ice bridge data, W99 climatology, Cryosat2 and ENVISAT freeboard
data and the numerical ice/ocean model NEMO snow depth data. The file has the following data
fields:
Observation ID, time-date, latitude, longitude, CryoSat2 AWI freeboard, CryoSat2 ESA freeboard,
ENVISAT freeboard, ENVISAT freeboard, OIB laser freeboard, OIB snow depth, OIB surface
roughness, W99 snow depth, W99 density, NEMO snow depth.

3. Model description
The radar scattering model is a multilayer one-dimensional radiative transfer model where surface
scattering is computed at horizontal interfaces (snow surface, icy layers and ice surface), as
described in Tonboe et al. (2006a) and Tonboe et al.(2010). Propagation speed, attenuation and
scattering are computed for each layer. The simulated echo delay due to freeboard variations and
the time dependent backscatter intensity which is recorded onboard the satellite are integrated
afterwards in a waveform model suitable for pulse limited space borne altimeters to compute the
track point. The track point is a point in time mid between the onboard satellite received
backscatter noise floor and the maximum signal power. The track point is computed at 0.35, 0.50,
0.65, and 0.80 of the maximum signal power. The effective scattering surface is the level detected
by the track point. On ice sheets, in regions where surface scattering dominates, the ½ - power
time re-tracking threshold gives a good representation of the mean surface elevation (Davis, 1997).
It is a robust measure of the distance to the effective scattering surface: simulations using
seasonal output from a thermodynamic model (snow cover parameters but not surface roughness
or ice parameters) as input to the backscatter model show that the scattering surface follows the
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ice surface within about 5 cm during winter (Tonboe et al., 2006b). The model concept is different
from single layer scattering models developed for ice sheet backscatter (e.g., Ridley and
Partington, 1988) since surface scattering dominates in sea ice i.e. scattering from the snow and
ice surfaces and possibly from layers within the snow.
The forward model uses a set of snow and ice microphysical parameters for each layer:
temperature, layer thickness, density, correlation length (a measure of the snow grain size or the
ice inclusion size), interface roughness, salinity, and snow wetness to compute the effective
scattering surface. The permittivity of dry snow is primarily a function of snow density, and the
permittivity of sea ice is primarily a function of salinity and temperature. The permittivity of both
materials is computed using the mixing formulae for ice spheres (Mätzler, 1998):

 eff 

21   2  2v 2  1  

21   2  3v 2  1 2  81 2
4

,

(2)

where v is the fraction of volume occupied by inclusions, ε1 is the host permittivity of the material
surrounding the inclusions and ε2 is the permittivity of the inclusions. For snow ε1 is the permittivity
of air (εair=1), and for saline ice, ε1 is the permittivity of pure ice given in Mätzler et al. (2006). For
snow the inclusions are pure ice, and the background is air. For saline first-year ice the inclusions
are brine pockets and the background is pure ice. The permittivity and also the volume of brine are
given in Ulaby et al. (1986). For multiyear ice the host material is saline ice (the same as for firstyear ice) and the inclusions are air bubbles. The inclusions also act as scatters of the microwave
radiation. For the altimeter the volume scattering is important for the extinction of the signal but it is
insignificant as a backscatter source. The backscatter is dominated by surface scattering
mechanisms and scattering in the ice does therefore not affect the simulations.
Surface scattering is the scattering at dielectric interfaces such as the air-snow and snow-ice
interface. The nadir-looking surface backscatter is a function of the nadir reflection coefficient |R(0)|
and the flat-patch area F (Fetterer et al., 1992), i.e.

 surf = 0.9FR( 0 )2

H
,
uτ

(3)

where H is the satellite height, u the pulse propagation speed (speed of light in air, snow and ice
respectively) and τ the pulse length. F is the fraction of the flat-patch area, which is inversely
related to roughness (i.e., smooth surfaces have high F). F is unitless. This model assumes that
the signal is dominated by reflection processes from relatively small plane areas (flat-patches)
normal to the incident signal within the footprint. In the review of different surface scattering models
in Fetterer et al. (1992) the approach in Eq. 3 is believed to be “more realistic” than other models.
The geometrical optics model, which is an alternative to Eq. 3, makes very similar predictions. The
basic concept for all altimeter surface scattering models is that the backscatter is a function of
reflection coefficient and surface roughness; i.e., when the surface is smooth the backscatter is
high, and when the surface is rough then the backscatter is smaller. All models described in
Fetterer et al. (1992), including Eq. 3, make that prediction.
The improved Born approximation, suitable for microwave scattering in a dense medium such as
snow, is used to compute the volume scattering coefficient (Mätzler, 1998; Mätzler and Wiesmann,
1999). Volume scattering is scattering from particles or inclusions within layers, i.e. snow grains
within the snow layers, and air bubbles and brine pockets within the ice layers.
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The improved Born approximation for spherical inclusions is (Mätzler, 1998)



vol

( 2  1 )(2 eff  1 )
3 p3 k 4
 ec v(1  v)
32
2 eff   2

2

,

(4)

where pec is the correlation length, k the wavenumber, ν the volume fraction of scatters, and ε1, ε2,
εeff are the permittivity of the background, the scatters, and the layer, respectively. Volume
scattering is an important backscatter mechanism for scatterometers operating at 13GHz and
about 50º incidence such as QuikScat SeaWinds. However, the total altimeter backscatter is
dominated by surface (or interface) scattering, and in our altimeter simulations volume scattering is
insignificant as a backscatter source. This is in agreement with laboratory experiments showing
that at nadir incidence, volume scattering is insignificant as a backscatter source for snow-covered
sea ice (Beaven et al., 1995). Though volume scattering is not a backscatter source, it does
increase extinction and to some extent the distribution of backscatter between the snow and the
ice surface. This distribution and the snow depth do affect the depth of the effective scattering
surface (Tonboe et al., 2006a, Tonboe et al., 2010).
No specific correction is applied for antenna gain or pulse modulation in the characterisation of the
emitted pulse. We use a geometric description of the footprint area in each layer i as a function of
time t from Chelton et al. (2001) for a pulse-limited altimeter,

Ai (t ) 

ui tH

1  H / Re



ui (t   ) H
1  H / Re

,

(5)

where the second term is 0 when t<τ. Re is Earth’s radius (6371 km), ui is the speed of light in the
layer and H is the satellite height (730 km).
The waveform model integrates the time-dependent backscatter from each scattering horizon. The
pulse propagation speed, signal extinction and backscatter are computed as the pulse penetrates
the profile, and each individual contribution is summed with appropriate time delay. The
backscattered energy, E, measured at the satellite for each model time-step (1 x 10-11 s or
approximately 3 mm in free space), is the sum of the footprint area, Ai, multiplied by the layer
backscatter coefficient, σi, i.e.
n

Et   Ai i .

(6)

i 1

The layer backscatter coefficient includes volume backscattering though its magnitude is
negligible. The backscatter coefficient from each layer is adjusted for extinction using the radiative
transfer approach, i.e.
n

 total  ( isurf  Ti 2 ivol )
i 1

1 2
Ti 1
L2i 1

.

(7)

L is the loss and T the transmission coefficient where L0=T0=1 for the first layer and σvol is the
negligible volume backscatter coefficient. The waveform model is using a 10-11 s time-step.

4. Simulation results
A reference profile in table 1 is used together with measured distributions of snow depth and snow
density as input to the model to simulate the radar penetration variability of homogeneous unlayered snow packs during winter. Since both the height of the scattering surface and the floe
buoyancy are affected by snow depth and snow density, the scattering model is used together with
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“Archimedes’ principle” to compute the sensitivity of both simultaneously. The surface roughness
affects the height of the scattering surface and the ice density affects primarily the floe buoyancy.
Snow measurements are input to the model in order to translate the natural snow variability to
simulated range variability. The scattering model is thus initiated with the snow and ice profile
described in Table 1. For each simulation the snow density and the snow depth in Table 1 are
exchanged by the OIB snow depth and the W99 snow density from the round robin data file (see
Section 2). This produces from the model a backscatter coefficient, penetration depth, waveform,
and effective scattering surfaces for track points at 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.80 of the maximum power.
Layer
Number

T [K]

Roughness Density
F
[kg/m3]

Depth
[m]

Corr.
Salinity
Type
length
[ppt]
[mm]
300
0.2
1
263.15
0.01
0.1
0.0
Snow
2
268.15
0.01
900
3.5
0.2
3.0
Ice
Table 1. Input to the altimeter model. T is the temperature of the layer, Roughness is quantified as
the flat-patch-area the fraction of specular facets compared to the total area (F) described in eq. 3,
Density is the density, Depth is the layer thickness, correlation length is a measure of the scatter
size (and distribution), Salinity of the layer. Variable marked with bold are exchanged with values
from the round robin dataset for each simulation.
All simulated leading edge wave forms are shown in Figure 2. The effective scattering surface
depth is measured from the snow surface. The one-way travelling time is multiplied with the speed
of light (in free space) to scale it to a range measurement following Ricker et al. (2014).
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Figur 2. The simulated effective scattering surface (ESS) depth [m] (delay times the speed of light) vs. the normalized power
using the operation ice bridge data file as input to the model.

The simulated freeboard using a constant ice thickness of 3.5 m and ice density of 900 kg/m3, the
OIB snow thickness and the Warren et al., (1999) climatology snow density is shown together with
the measured freeboard from Cryosat2 using the AWI processor. There is some coincidence
between the highs and lows especially between data points 200 and 800. A perfect match is not
expected considering the many unknown parameters in the simulation (surface roughness, ice
density, ice thickness, snow-pack vertical structure and sub-foot-print spatial variability of all these
above parameters). However, it shows that the OIB snow depth data are useful on this spatial (2550km) scale for computing the buoyancy of the floe.
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Figure 3. The simulated freeboard using the track point at 0.5 of the peak power (half-power) and the Cryosat2 measured
freeboard using the AWI processor. A 20 point uniform low pass filter has been applied to the simulated data.

In the round robin data file the OIB snow depth and the W99 snow density are not correlated and
even though the data points in Figure 4 are shown together they are not necessarily connected in
time and space. Each of the simulated points is therefore independent.

Figure 4. The snow surface, the ice surface and the effective scattering surface for 4 different track-points. The thin black is
the snow surface, the bold black is the snow ice interface and the red, orange, blue and green are the effective scattering
surfaces for different track-points.
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The match-up between the effective scattering surface using the different track points and the ice
freeboard is quantified in Table 2. The mean is the mean difference between the ice freeboard and
the effective scattering surfaces. Because the slope of the leading edge between all of the track
points is nearly the same the spacing between the effective scattering surfaces using the different
track points is also the same, about 0.05-0.06 m. The STDDEV of the difference between the ice
freeboard and the effective scattering surfaces is given in the last row of Table 2. It shows that it is
not important where to set the track point to minimize sensitivity to snow depth and snow density.
This is true for this dataset with a very narrow distribution of snow depths. However, other
simulations (not shown) with deeper snow up to 1 m show a decrease in the STDDEV with higher
track points from 0.35 to 0.8.
Track-point
0.35
0.50
0.65
0.80
Mean [m]
-0.0138
0.0459
0.102
0.164
STDDEV [m]
0.0513
0.0513
0.0512
0.0452
Table 2. comparing the ice freeboard with the effective scattering surface at different track-points
(fraction of the maximum power) using the OIB dataset and the profile in Table 1.
Figure 5 is almost the same as Fig. 4 except that in this simulation the snow surface has been
made smoother (F is 0.02 instead of 0.01). This raises the effective scattering surfaces by about
0.02 m (table 3). Exactly the same result would have been achieved by making the ice surface
rougher (set F to 0.005 instead of 0.01 when the snow surface F is 0.01)

Figure 5. The same as in figure 2 but with a smoother snow surface (F: 0.02).

Track-point
0.35
0.50
0.65
0.80
Mean [m]
-0.0322
0.0254
0.0831
0.142
STDDEV [m]
0.0578
0.0578
0.0578
0.0552
Table 3. comparing the ice freeboard with the effective scattering surface at different track-points
(fraction of the maximum power) using the OIB dataset and the profile in table 1 except that the
snow surface roughness is set to 0.02 (smoother snow surface).
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The snow depth and the snow density affect the effective scattering surface and the buoyancy of
the floe in opposite directions (Tonboe et al., 2010). However, in the OIB round robin dataset the
snow depth and the density are not correlated (r=-0.25) and each of the simulations are using
independent input. In this dataset the variability of the snow depth is much larger than the
variability of the snow density. At least the snow depth variability dominates the way the simulated
effective scattering surface is affected. In Figure 6 the snow depth and the snow density is
combined (by multiplication) in the snow water equivalent (SWE). The simulated effective
scattering surface and ice freeboard difference is directly proportional to the SWE (Fig. 6). Actually
because the snow depth variability dominates this simulation the linear relationship to the effective
scattering surface and ice freeboard difference is due to snow depth and not density. Roughly, for
every millimeter SWE the effective scattering surface is raised by 2 mm relative to the ice
freeboard.

Figure 6. The effective scattering surface (ess) with the track-point at 0.5 x peak-power vs the snow water equivalent
(multiplication of the density and snow depth and given in millimeter water).

5. Discussion and conclusions
It is important to identify the most significant error sources so that these can be monitored and the
ice thickness estimates corrected accordingly. Even though there are some differences in recent
estimates of the variability of the snow and ice parameters affecting the floe buoyancy and the ice
thickness retrieval uncertainty estimates, it is clear that four parameters are important: snow depth,
ice density, freeboard estimation error and snow density. The simulations in this study show that
the radar penetration variability is as important an error source as those affecting the floe
buoyancy.
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Internal structure and layering is an inherent part of natural snow packs. Icy crusts and layers are
formed in the snow due to wind-packing and temporary melt events. The on-going metamorphosis
of the snow pack makes the snow grains grow in size and the snow pack is gradually compacted.
That kind of detail is not available on satellite footprint scale and so these processes have been
ignored in this simulation study. A structured snow pack would raise the effective scattering surface
compared to an unstructured snow pack which is used in the simulations. Therefore the
simulations represent a lower level for the effective scattering surface.
A relationship between the effective scattering surface depth and the SWE was found based on the
simulations with input from the round robin OIB data file. Empirical evidence is required to confirm
and possibly quantify this relationship on natural snow packs. Unfortunately this was not possible
given the information in the round robin data package.
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